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ABSTRACT

UG forms a highly stable quadruply hydrogen-bonded heterocomplex with DAN, but the fidelity of the complex is lowered somewhat by the
Hoogsteen-side oligomerization of UG ( Kassoc ∼ 230 M-1, CDCl3). DeUG was prepared as a more robust analogue of UG lacking the Hoogsteen
nitrogen atom. Remarkably, the deaza analogue, DeUG, forms a much more stable complex with DAN (>10-fold higher Kassoc for DeUG ‚DAN
vs UG‚DAN) but also dimerizes more strongly ( Kdim ) 880 ± 40 M-1, CDCl3) by adopting a conformation preorganized for both binding and
dimerization.

Recent efforts to expand the “supramolecular toolkit” have
focused on hydrogen-bonded complexes of tunable strength
in organic solvents.1 Thequadruply hydrogen-bondedcom-
plexes, in particular, are an attractive class as a result of their
high binding strengths and synthetic accessibility. Our DeAP
unit (1)2 and the Meijer-Sijbesma UPy unit (2)3 are
examples that dimerize strongly via AADD motifs (Figure
1). Both units also adopt an ADDA form (1′ and 2′) that

very tightly binds 2,7-diamido-1,8-naphthyridine (DAN,3).2,4

Because1 and2 can present strongly self-associating AADD
hydrogen bonding arrays, the overallfidelity with which they
complex with3 is lowered.5 We showed that in comparison
to 1 and2, the AADD form of the UG unit4 is much higher
in energy than the ADDA form so it complexes3 with a
much higher fidelity. Thus,4 tightly complexed3 (Kassoc∼
5 × 107 M-1, CHCl3) via form 4′ but did not dimerize
strongly via form 4′′.6 The UG‚DAN complex is well
optimized; however, two aspects of the UG unit make it less
than an ideal subunit. First, the UG weakly self-associates
(Kassoc∼ 230 M-1) via oligomerization of form4,6 the urea
group hydrogen bonding at the Hoogsteen side of the UG
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unit. Additionally, the ribose unit is large, and its labile
linkage to the base limits its utility in some applications.
Herein, we describe the preparation and study of the ureido-
7-deazaguanine (DeUG)5, an analogue of UG which lacks
both the ribose unit and the Hoogsteen-side nitrogen atom
N(7), thought to be essential for the oligomerization.

Various 7-deazaguanines were reported as replacements
for guanine in DNA and as enzyme inhibitors.7 The reported
synthesis was adapted to the synthesis of DeUG38 which
began with the amination of 2-amino-4,6-dichloropyrimidine
(6). Although6 can be obtained by commercial means, it is
more cheaply obtained by synthesis from 2-amino-4,6-
dihydroxypyrimidine in POCl3 and N,N-dimethylaniline,
which occurs in near quantitative yield (not shown).9 The
amination with cyclohexylmethylamine occurred smoothly
in DMF with Hünig’s base to give7 in good yields (80-
95%). The cyclohexylmethyl group was chosen to provide
organic solubility. Basic hydrolysis in ethylene glycol under
reflux gave8 in 57% yield. Treatment of the pyrimidinone
with R-chloroacetaldehyde in a DMF/H2O mixture with
NaOAc gave the 7-deazaguanine derivative9 in 55% yield.
We previously found the amino group of guanine and pterin
derivatives to be quite unreactive;2,5 however, the desired
ureido moiety in5a could be prepared by treatment of9
with 2.2 equiv ofn-BuNCO in refluxing pyridine in 65%
yield. For added solubility,5b was also prepared using the
corresponding isocyanate (6 equiv) in 55% yield. No

chromatography was required until the installment of the
ureido group in the final step, allowing for a preparation that
could be readily performed on multigram scale.

In UG, the anti form (Figure 1) was dominant in all
solvents and concentrations examined. However, the strong
complexation of DAN indicated that thesyn form was
energetically accessible. Unexpectedly,1H NMR studies of
the conformation of DeUG5a and5b showed its conforma-
tion to be solvent dependent. In DMSO-d6 at 5 mM5b, the
anti form is dominant; at the same concentration in CDCl3,
the NH(3) proton moves downfield by 1.71 ppm to 8.94 ppm,
in contrast to NH(1) and NH(2) which move upfield (see
the Supporting Information). The large downfield shift can
be rationalized by the intramolecular hydrogen bond that is
formed in the syn conformation. The NH(3) peak also
broadens, which we have found to be characteristic of
intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded pyridyl and naphthyridinyl
ureas.2 Further evidence for this tautomeric form10 and

conformation in chloroform came from an NOE study,
summarized in Figure 2. Upon irradiation of NH(3) of5b, a
key NOE was observed to the methylene of the cyclohexy-
lmethyl group (Ha). No such signal was observed when either
NH(1) or NH(2) was irradiated. These results suggest that
DeUG does not oligomerize in the same manner as UG. In
fact, DeUG can only self-associate through dimerization via
the syn form, which we find to be consistent with our
observations in CDCl3. The lactim (enol) tautomer of5b
could not be ruled out by the NMR data. However, a similar
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Figure 1. Various tautomers/conformers of DeAP1, UPy 2, UG
4, and DeUG5 and complexes of1′, 2′, 4′, and5′ with DAN (3).
In 1 and 2, R ) Bu. In 3, R ) C6H13, and in4 R ) Bu, R′ )
2′,3′,5′-O-acetylribose. See Scheme 1 for R in5.

Scheme 1
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tautomer formed by UPy was shown by Meijer, Sijbesma,
and co-workers11 to very tightly dimerize (Kdim > 4.5× 105

M-1) by its self-complementary DADA hydrogen bonding
array, and this is inconsistent with the self-association study
described below.

The self-association of DeUG was examined by NMR. A
dilution study with5b was performed in CDCl3 from 50µM
to 15 mM at 20°C; the signal for NH(1) was followed
throughout the study, and the data was fit to a nonlinear
binding equation to provide aKdim of 880( 40 M-1 (Figure
3). The signals for NH(2) and -(3) could not be followed

due to poorly resolved signals at 50µM. It should be noted
that, by virtue of it possessing a symmetric (palindromic)
ADDA hydrogen-bonding pattern, in principle, there are four
ways in which DeUG may self-associate. However, given
that pyridone dimers tend to be more stable than urea dimers
(Kdim ) 50-100 M-1 vs Kdim ) 5-15 M-1, respectively),12

it is likely that the lactam dimer and the lactam/urea dimers
contribute more than the urea dimer.

The upfield shift of the key NH signals upon dilution
indicates that DeUG does not form strong UPy- or DeAP-
type dimers via (AADD)2 or (ADAD)2 motifs.2,3,11Further-
more, DeUG does not oligomerize by the Hoogsteen-side
hydrogen bonding exhibited by UG. However, the removal
of the 7-aza group unexpectedly causes an equilibrium shift
from theanti-form 5 to thesyn-form 5′. This conformer is
able to dimerize somewhat more strongly by virtue of its
pyridone-type moiety. The origin of this conformation shift
is not readily apparent. However, computational studies
indicate the two forms to be close in energy so that small
structural, electronic, or environmental changes can readily
effect the equilibrium.

A 1:1 mixture of5 (a andb, in separate experiments) and
3 in CDCl3 showed large downfield shifts of the NH protons
relative to the free components: NH(1), NH(2), and NH(3)
moved by 2.0, 1.8, and 0.6 ppm, respectively. The relatively
small shift exhibited by NH(3) is consistent with thesyn
model in which it is intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded, and
not directly involved with heterocomplexation. No new peaks
were observed nor did any shift occur in the DeUG unit upon
dilution from 10 mM to 10 µM (see the Supporting
Information). Thus, assuming 95% complexation, a lower
limit of Kassoc> 107 M-1 can be estimated.

The shift in equilibrium from theanti- to syn-conformation
means5 should be better preorganized for binding DAN (3).
Because of the difficulty in accurately determining such high
binding constants in CDCl3, a direct competition experiment
was performed. Thus, DAN was titrated into an equimolar
solution of DeUG and UG in CDCl3 (see Figure 4 and the
Supporting Information). As the concentration of DAN was
increased, the DeUG‚DAN complex appeared to form
preferentially over the UG‚DAN complex. This observation
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Figure 2. Key NOE contacts observed for5b (DeUG).

Figure 3. Representative plot of∆δ vs [DeUG,5b] for the dilution
study in CDCl3 at 20°C. Data for this proton was fit to a nonlinear
binding equation to calculateKdim.

Figure 4. Stacked NMR plots of 1:1 DeUG‚DAN, 5b‚3 (top), 1:1:1
UG‚DeUG‚DAN (middle), and UG (bottom). Each module is at
10 mM concentration in CDCl3 at 20 °C. The DeUG peaks are
shown in blue, DAN in green, and UG in pink. Top of CHCl3 peak
cut off.
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is particularly evident in Figure 4 where a 1:1:1 mixture of
UG‚DeUG‚DAN (i.e., 4‚5b‚3) exhibits a1H NMR spectrum
in CDCl3 that, with the exception of broadening and some
slight shifts, appears to be a composite of the spectrum of
UG (4) and the DeUG‚DAN (5b‚3) complex. It was not until
an excess of 1.0 equiv of DAN was added that the UG‚
DAN complex could be observed.

The binding strengths were also compared directly by
employing a more competitive solvent, namely 5% DMSO-
d6/CDCl3. Titration experiments showed that UG (4) binds
DAN (3) with Kassoc ) 3200 M-1 in this solvent.13 This
binding strength is comparable to DeAP‚DAN (1‚3), which
we have previously determined to beKassoc) 3030 M-1.2

The DeUG‚DAN (5b‚3) complex, however, gave a binding
constant ofKassoc≈ 104-105 M-1. Only an approximate value
could be obtained for this complex, due to extreme broaden-
ing of the-NH peaks at<1.0 equiv of DAN. However, the
titration curve clearly indicates a stronger complex (see the
Supporting Information); even at 1.0 equiv of DAN at
micromolar concentrations, the NH(1) proton quickly reaches
65% of its maximum chemical shift change. Taken together
with the competition experiments, we conclude that the
DeUG‚DAN complex is indeed stronger than UG‚DAN,
perhaps>10-fold higher.

In conclusion, we have developed a UG analogue, DeUG,
which lacks the large, labile ribose unit yet forms highly
stable, quadruply hydrogen-bonded complexes with DAN.
The deazaguanine unit lacking N(7) did prevent Hoogsteen-

side oligomerization. However, unexpectedly, the urea group
of DeUG (5) adopts thesyn-form whereas the urea in UG
(4) was exclusively in theanti-form. Thesynconformer is
preorganized for binding, but also stronger dimerization via
the pyridone-type moiety. Thus, the DeUG unit dimerization
constant is about 3-4 times than that for UG but it
complexes DAN with aKassocthat isg10-fold tighter. The
net effect is that DeUG is an overall better choice as a
complement for DAN, except in cases where it will be used
in excess. In such cases, the stronger dimerization of DeUG
will lead to a lowered fidelity in the overall assembly. Efforts
are currently directed toward developing DeUG analogues
for applications in nanotechnology and supramolecular
polymer chemistry.
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